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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Fifth Day General Sesshin 

 (No teisho yesterday, fourth day) 

January 28, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XXI 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘Someone asked,  The sutra says, 
  The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom sat for ten kalpas in 
a place of practice, but the Buddha-dharma did not manifest itself to him, and he did not attain 
the Buddha Way.” 

 
 Of course the teaching we call Buddhism is the teaching of the Dharma activity.  It is 

the teaching of the Enlightened One.   

 So when we talk about Buddhism, the teaching of the Enlightened One, and we ask 

where that teaching is expressed then I guess it is fair to say that it is expressed in the sutras.  

And I suppose it is also fair to say that the truth is expressed in every sutra, but when we 

further ask which sutra explains clearly the way of being of the self and the way of being of the 

entire cosmos which is our home, then I guess it is not a mistake to say that it is the Lotus Sutra, 

the Lotus Sutra we all chant everyday that explains this clearly. 

 I think it will be impossible for me to give teisho on the entire Lotus Sutra before I die, 

but I feel it is necessary to at least try to explain to all of you the bones, or the marrow, or the 

essence of the Lotus Sutra.  And although I will talk a little bit about the Lotus Sutra here, if we 

were to actually give teisho on the Lotus Sutra I think that everything that you have learned up 

until now; in other words I think that the principle of our origin, the principle that the activities 
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of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are, the activity that gives birth to us, and gives birth to this 

entire universe which is our home; I think that principle would become even clearer if we were 

to study the Lotus Sutra in those terms.  And then you would really have the realization, “Yes! 

That’s right!  That’s the way it is!” 

 For instance, the moment you hear, “大通知勝仏、DaiTsuChiShoButsu, The Buddha of 

Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom,” at once you will have the power, you will have 

the wisdom to immediately grasp it to mean the Dharma activity which gives birth to all of us, 

and gives birth to this universe.   

 You have to be able to clearly manifest the wisdom which immediately knows that the 

condition which has all of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, all of plus and minus as its content, is the 

condition which is being named here: The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom.  And then you have to get really serious, you have to get really earnest in your 

investigation, and find out exactly what activity The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and 

Surpassing Wisdom is doing having all of plus and minus, all of tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its 

content.   

 I have told you many times before that the activity of The Buddha of Supreme 

Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom is an activity that has no thought, and no will.  It is simply 

an activity of plus and minus facing and unifying with each other over and over.  And then we 

have the question, “What kind of a place is it that this great activity of The Buddha of Supreme 

Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom is doing its activity in?”  It is the very foundation of 

Tathagata Zen to say that there is absolutely nothing apart from this activity of plus and minus 

facing and unifying, repetitively, alternately over and over.  Although we think about things 

we can call “places” we also say very clearly that there is no place other than this activity of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata facing and unifying with each other, alternately, repetitively, over 

and over.   

 Tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus, are simply facing and unifying with each 
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other, alternately, repetitively, over and over, without will, without thought, so you wouldn’t 

expect any problems to come up here.  There are no troubles or problems in this activity.  

But it is not the case that plus and minus are acting unconditionally.   

 When we analyze the activity of mind we can see that it is comprised of plus and minus, 

and that activity of mind, in doing its activity of unifying and facing, will give rise to this activity I 

always talk about: jonetsu 情熱, or the heat of feeling.  The Buddha of Supreme Penetration 

and Surpassing Wisdom has as its very content this activity of plus and minus, without thought 

and without will, but that very activity of plus and minus itself gives rise to the activity of mind 

we call the heat of feeling.  Jonetsu does not come from any place else.  The activity of plus 

and minus itself gives rise to jonetsu.  That is the teaching of the Enlightened One.   

 As I have said before, when we talk about this activity of the heat of feeling, it is an 

activity which is manifest through receiving equally of both plus and minus.  And with each 

repetition of the activity of Dharma this activity of jonetsu, of the heat of feeling develops, until 

finally it becomes completely independent from plus and minus, and that independent 

manifestation of the heat of feeling is the very basis for the manifestation of any existence, or 

any self.  That is the teaching of the Enlightened One.   

 And that thing which has been manifest here, if we ask if it can continue its existence in 

a fixated way the answer is that of course it cannot continue its existence in a fixated way.  

That thing, which has been manifest, that existent being, although it went to all the trouble to 

be manifest as an independent existence, at once when it is manifest it receives the influence 

of both plus and minus, and then it must immediately dissolve itself again. And upon dissolving 

itself, again the condition of the origin is manifest in which the total activities of plus and minus 

are facing each other.  When the self dissolves itself at once the  complete activity of plus 

and minus is manifest.   

 It is difficult to listen to teisho on this, but it is even more difficult to experience this for 

yourself.  Actually there is nothing at all difficult about it, but for you practitioners it seems as 
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if you think that if your self disappears that is going to be a really terrible thing, and so that is 

why it is so hard for you. 

 To describe in more detail what self dissolution means we say that the self divides itself 

in two, and returns its minus part back to the complete minus activity, and returns its plus part 

back to the complete plus activity.  But, actually before it gives itself back there is no complete 

plus world.  The complete plus activity has become the plus activity of the  material world, 

which we can call the world of father or the world of the past.  And when it comes to the 

world of minus, the complete world of minus is gone, here.  And replacing that perfect, 

complete world of minus is the imperfect, incomplete world of minus; the material world of 

minus which we call the world of mother or the world of the future. 

 When an existent thing has been manifest it can never see the perfect worlds of plus 

and minus.  This is the difference between the Buddhist way of thinking and religious ways of 

thinking.  When we talk about religious thinking it seems as if religious thinking is founded on, 

one: the belief in the existence of God, and two: prayer to that God to help us, to save us.   

 But Tathagata Zen says that this self can never see the perfect activities of plus and 

minus, but can experience them. 

   So as I was saying before when we describe in detail what “experiencing” plus and 

minus means, it is when the self divides itself in two, and takes the plus part of itself and 

returns it to plus, but as I said there really is no plus, it is father, so it gives the plus it has to 

father, and it gives the minus it has to mother, and when it gives itself then plus returns to the 

condition of being perfect plus, and minus returns to the condition of being perfect minus.   

 When the self is manifesting itself as having as its content all of plus and minus then it is 

manifesting itself as the dharmakaya, or in this case we could say it is manifesting itself as The 

Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom.  And in Buddhism we say that here 

the self is manifesting a new self. 

 This is the way of thinking of Buddhism:  Buddhism says that undoubtedly the self will 
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be born, but that self cannot fixate itself, it must dissolve itself, and when it dissolves itself then 

a new condition of Tathagata, a new condition of the dharmakaya is manifest.  When the self 

dissolves itself then a new dharmakaya is born, a new manifestation of the complete activities 

of plus and minus is born.  In other words the self manifests the self which is experiencing the 

total activities of plus and minus anew.   

 No matter how many times I explain this, or give teisho on it you cannot seem to 

understand it.  Especially for people just beginning their practice it seems hard to understand.  

It is because you haven’t had the true experience of dissolving yourself that it is difficult for you 

to understand.   Even if you think you have dissolved your self, because you are standing up 

in the perspective of the “I am” self it becomes very difficult for you.   

 In the process of one condition of the dharmakaya, one condition of Tathagata, one 

condition of The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom manifesting a new 

condition of the dharmakaya, the conditions of unification of subject and object  and 

separation of subject and object will repeat their manifestations.  Until finally, in the end, a 

new condition of the dharmakaya is manifest. 

 When it comes to Zen practice this is the very foundation of Zen practice, so it is 

necessary for you to experience it unerringly. 

 In the process of one dharmakaya manifesting a new dharmakaya, in other words in the 

interval in between the old dharmakaya and the new dharmakaya we will have both of these 

experiences of the separation of guest and host and the unification of guest and host.  So we 

must find a way somehow of experiencing this for ourselves.  And we say that the condition of 

the separation of subject and object is the condition of the sentient world, the world of sentient 

beings. 

 When we talk about object and subject, or guest and host, the object is the plus activity, 

and the subject is the minus activity. 

 And when plus and minus separate from each other that is the sentient world, the 
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human world, the world of existences.  That is the world that is divided into past, present, and 

future. 

 But the sentient world, the world of past, present, and future cannot be fixated.  Again 

it will meet up with the activity of the unification of subject and object, the unification of plus 

and minus, and when it meets this activity then subject and object will become unified and a 

new dharmakaya, a new condition of the origin will be manifest.   

 The Dharma activity is doing this kind of activity without will.  The Dharma activity 

without any will is acting.  The Dharma activity is acting in a way that has nothing to do with 

knowing or not knowing.  Completely unrelated to knowing what it is doing or not knowing 

what it is doing, without will it manifests a new dharmakaya.  But existent things do an activity 

of appearing in the world of past, present, and future, and then disappearing.  And because 

they are influenced by these two activities of being manifest and disappearing, they come to do 

the activity of knowing.  The Dharma activity itself is acting completely without thought.  

Without thought it gives birth to us, and without thought it leads us to the world in which 

thought isn’t necessary, it leads us again to the perfect world of the dharmakaya.  But we who 

are manifest do the activity of thinking.   

 On the one hand we can say that thinking is a good thing.  But on the other hand, 

because we all get tied up by this or that thought everybody thinks they want to go to the 

world of no-thinking.   

 But Buddhism says that without fail we all will meet up with the activity of the 

unification of subject and object  and manifest the world in which thought is not necessary. 

 The Dharma activity does the activity of the separation of subject and object, and 

through this gives birth to the self.  There is nothing as noble or wonderful as this.  The self is 

born!  It is very precious.  But then the Dharma activity does the activity of the unification of 

subject and object and manifests the world of no-thinking.  And this is also a precious and 

noble condition.  Buddhism teaches very clearly that birth is a very precious and noble thing.  
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Birth does not occur in some sort of simple, flippant way.  It is a very precious activity.   

 But although we are these noble, precious existences, we do the activity of thinking, and 

end up having nervous breakdowns.  The reason why we end up falling into nervous 

breakdown is because we get so harried.  We get so busy trying to make relationship with plus 

and minus.  The self appears.  And when it appears it appears in the material world.  And so 

without fail it will be in a situation where it must make relationship with mother and father, 

make relationship with future and past.  There is no way around it, it is a situation in which 

you must be busy. 

 But then the self divides itself in two, and gives plus to father, and gives its minus part to 

mother, and then mother and father disappears, and the self also disappears, and the world of 

the pure activities of only plus and minus is manifest.   

 The dharmakaya is that which has these pure activities of plus and minus as its content.  

The moment the self dissolves itself the dharmakaya appears.  We talk about the self 

dissolving the self that comes into being through making relationship with mother and father, 

but the moment the self dissolves itself then the dharmakaya is again manifest.  Through the 

self dissolving itself mother and father also are able to immediately experience the 

dharmakaya.  If you want to save your mother and father there is no other way than to 

dissolve your self.  And oppositely if mother and father think of saving their child there is no 

other way for them to help their child or save their child than to dissolve their “I am” selves. 

 And so the situation occurs in which mother and father both dissolve their “I am” selves 

in order to save their child, but this situation can only occur through the activity of jihi 慈悲, 

Buddhist compassion.  It is only through the activity of compassion that this can happen.  

(And as you know the Buddhist word for compassion is comprised of two distinct activities ji 慈

, and hi 悲, both usually translated simply as compassion in English, but recognized as distinct 

in Buddhism).  And we say that father is the ji activity and mother is the hi activity.  Only 
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through mother and father doing motherly and fatherly compassion, hi compassion and ji 

compassion, can they nurture their child by doing the activity which truly helps the child to 

grow.  

 The condition of the dharmakaya is called the manifestation of One True Nature.  And 

in Tathagata Zen when we personify this condition of the dharmakaya or One True Nature we 

call it the manifestation of true love, the manifestation which is beyond all comparisons.  And 

when we analyze the manifestation of true love we are able to see that it is comprised of two 

distinct activities of ji and hi.  When we talk about the love of ji, the kind of love we call ji it is 

the kind of love which give comfort, which gives pleasure.  We all want to live the live of 

pleasure or comfort, but there are a lot things that get in the way of that, which cause us 

suffering.  And the love of ji is a love which gives comfort or pleasure.  We all must do the 

activity of living, but in the process of doing our living without fail we run into all sorts of 

difficulties, troubles, and hardships, and the love of ji is the love which helps us overcome those 

difficulties, and comfortably and smoothly do complete our activity of living.   

 But oppositely the dying activity will appear.  Dying is suffering.  But taking away that 

suffering we arrive at the world of not needing to die anymore.  To die is to suffer, but the 

power of hi, the love of hi, is the love that can remove that suffering, take that suffering away.   

 I suppose that I will have other times to speak about the activity of jihi, but lets leave it 

at this for today. 

 All we existent things are able to manifest a new self, complete the making of  our new 

self through the activities of the love of ji and the love of hi.  And through repeating the 

activities of the separation and unification of subject and object over and over again, through 

repeating innumerable manifestations of the dharmakaya, of Tathagata, eventually the self will 

manifest the self which no longer needs to do the activity of living. 

 But who is it that can know this?  There is no way that a stone, or a plant, or a bug, or a 

fish, or a bird, or an animal, no matter how hard they try , can manifest the wisdom that knows 
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this.  It is only human beings who are able to manifest the wisdom which knows this clearly. 

 You have now been manifest in the condition of no longer needing to do living anymore, 

and of course in order to finally come to that manifestation, you who have been born as a 

human being have trained your function of consciousness in various way, have trained the 

various things which appear within the function of consciousness, and through that finally have 

arrived at not needing to do living anymore. 

 The amount of time necessary for the self which has been born to finally manifest the 

self which truly does not need to live anymore: that span of time between birth and the 

condition of no longer needing to do living, how long is it?  And in the Lotus Sutra it says that 

it takes ten kalpas.  One kalpa times ten in the place of practice, and finally the self which 

doesn’t need to do living anymore is manifest.  But the way of thinking about  the activity of 

a kalpa in the Lotus Sutra, and the academic, scholarly way of thinking about it in, let’s say the 

consciousness only school, are  different.   

 But there is a commonality between the scholarly way and the Lotus Sutra way and that 

is that within this one moment (Roshi hits fan) there are 84,000 smaller moments included.  

They agree on that.   

 The bell sounded so I should leave off here for today, but I really want to speak more 

and more in detail so that all of you can experience the activity of The Buddha of Supreme 

Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom. 

 So, there is an explanation in the Lotus Sutra about what a kalpa is, what this extremely 

long time called ten kalpas really is, but since the bell sounded I really shouldn’t get into that, 

but anyway, in Tathagata Zen, of course, it is always said that Zen is a special transmission not 

in the teachings, that Zen is not dependent upon the sutras, but as a reference, as something to 

refer to as we practice the Lotus Sutra is an important sutra.   

 But anyway it is very necessary for us to clearly know what this activity of time is.  

What activity does time do?  And what kind of a world does the activity of time appear in?   
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 Nobody comes to this cold place in the middle of the snow to listen to teisho, but you all 

are here so I can give teisho.  And anyway I would like to say, in any hole, in any pipe, in any 

teacup, all of these things are crammed full of the activity of time to the very brim.  This great 

cosmos is full to the very brim with the activity of time.  The activity which forms this great 

universe is the activity of time.  If there were no time activity then the universe would not be 

manifest.  The activity of time forms this universe, or conversely we can say that the activity of 

time has become the activity of heart, has become the activity of mind, and is the very being 

which is the content of this universe.  The activity of mind is the activity of time.  Time does 

the activity of time, and doing its action it manifests the body of time.  This great cosmos is 

the body of the activity of time.  Without the activity of time it would not be manifest. 

 Buddhism is the teaching which came up with this idea of a kalpa, and a kalpa 

represents this entire problem of time, and so you can see how seriously Buddhism takes the 

activity of time.  You can see how important the activity of time is in Buddhism.  

 But the bell rang, so we should stop for now. 

 

終 

the end 


